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Business Market Research Company
Redshift Research is a UK-based market research agency. We design and fulfill both business market research programs, tailored to the needs of business-to-business audiences, as well as consumer market research studies. We help business enterprises, public sector, and not-for-profit organizations launch new products, improve customer satisfaction, leverage brand strengths, segment markets, and fine-tune their marketing and communications activities.





Market Research Agency Services, tailored for new online casinos and other specific industry sectors
Market insight is rooted in having a background in the market issues underpinning the industry sector. Redshift has worked in most business markets, from business services, new online casino UK providers, training, IT hardware manufacturers, and software vendors to construction and not-for-profit organizations. But we also work in consumer markets, with particular expertise in consumer-technology markets.





Understanding Business Challenges, and applying appropriate market research solutions
At the heart of any valued market research study is the extent to which the research addressed the underlying business challenges. Redshift is passionate about market research, but we understand that market research is a means and not the end. Our role is to understand the context of the industries our clients operate in and design appropriate market research programs that address the central business challenge, with the right market research techniques applied to the task. Redshift is research and data consultants, which means we offer more than data design and collection services, including consulting on existing internal data within organizations and secondary sources, as well as coaching, internal workshops, and ideation forums to generate fresh ideas.
Redshift design tailor-made market research
With a core team of senior researchers, every project is treated with the same consultative approach. Tailor-made research programs depend on expert knowledge and a genuine commitment to delivering appropriate, individualized studies. All our projects benefit from close monitoring and regular communication between project teams.
Fresh Insight from existing Data
Redshift is as much data analysts as market researchers, so we undertake analysis of data sets or client databases for fresh insight, as well as design and run bespoke surveys.
Facilitating Knowledge
While original research or a fresh approach to analyzing existing data can deliver real insight, as research consultants, Redshift also performs the role of a coach. Workshops and internal ideation forums frequently enable organizations to leverage internal knowledge before conducting original research.
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